
Solon High School…

Ad



We asked about the culture…
and this is what you said.



“My identity is very 
important to me.”



“But sometimes 
I feel I am not 

seen as an 
individual.”



“I feel obligated to be someone 
I am not when I am at school.”



“I constantly feel I am being 
compared to my peers.”



19.6% of YOU have felt
discrimination from a 

staff member



31.4 % of YOU have felt 
discrimination from a 

fellow student



According to you, the top 3 areas of 
discrimination at SHS…

#1 Academic Shaming

#3 Race/Ethnicity

#2 Body Image



Discrimination…the treatment of a 
person or a group of people in a way 
that is worse than others are usually 

treated.



77% 
of students who identify as 

non-heterosexual have experienced 
discrimination at Solon High School
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GAYGAY

GAYGAY

GAY

GAY

GAY GAY

“Using the word ‘GAY’ as an 
insult negatively affects self-

image and self-esteem.” 



32%
of students who are 

non-Christian have felt 
discriminated against at Solon High 

School





25%
of students who are 

immigrants or whose parents 
are immigrants experience 

discrimination at Solon High School



“I have had people say to me, ‘Wow, 
you are loaded!’ It makes me upset 

because people don’t know my parents 
were immigrants who spent years 

in poverty trying to make a 
better life.”



55%
of students who are 

non-Caucasian experience 
discrimination at Solon High School



“I am NOT just a 

black girl…



I am a student
I am an athlete

I am a friend
I am a sister

I am a daughter…



But it doesn’t feel like my 
experiences are heard.”



15%
of you have experienced discrimination 

based on your ability or disability



“I wish you thought of me as 
learning differently…not that I am 

disabled…



I am a person
I am a student

I am a hard worker
I am creative
I am unique.”



Have YOU ever made fun of 
someone different than you?



“It actually started like every other 
day…



By the time I got home from 
school, I had text messages saying 
I was disgusting and that I didn’t 

deserve friends.



I was being blamed for starting a 
rumor about one of my friends.



I had no one to turn to…I was 
sitting in my room, tears rolling 

down my face, feeling worthless.
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I felt numb.



The next thing I remember I was 
being taken to the hospital after 

an unsuccessful suicide attempt.”



YOUR words matter…especially 
the ones you hide behind on 

social media



Fear
Panic Attacks

Self-harm

Depression

ANGER

Because they can lead to…



Sexual Harassment – unwanted sexual 
advances or unwanted visual, verbal or 

physical content of a sexual nature



“I was sexually harassed by 
one of my classmates.



Even though I told him I was 
uncomfortable, he continued.



After he was suspended, I started 
getting harassed in the halls by 

his friends.



SLUT You should just DIE

She 
asked 
for it



I felt no one supported me.



I was afraid to come to school.”



Could your words or actions ever 
be interpreted as sexual 

harassment?



ACADEMIC SHAMING

Your comments are 
HURTING your peers



Even when talking about 
your classes and grades.



42% of YOU have 
experienced 

academic shaming



“I wish my peers didn’t look at me 
as dumb if I get

anything less than an A.”



“A ton of pressure comes with 
being a student at Solon High 
School…just the name alone.”



“It seems like all we 
care about is how we 
do on tests and not 
the well-being of the 
students.”
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77.8% 
of YOU feel SHS promotes a 
COMPETITIVE environment

31.8%
of YOU feel SHS is ELITIST



“I have actually felt shame and 
pressure in my friend group about 
my grades and the classes I take.”



“I have felt a lot of pressure within the 
school to achieve academically, even if 
that means neglecting my physical and 

mental health.”



“I feel pressure from my 
family…”



“It has gotten to the point 
where self-doubt, 

anxiety, panic attacks 
and depression are 

normal here.”



“I just want to go to school and 
enjoy learning without being so 

stressed.”
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“I just wish we, as kids, didn’t beat 
ourselves up so much.”





“We are stressed about our grades, 
when we should really be stressed 

about how we TREAT each other.”



Solon High School needs to  CHANGE, 
as a community, the way we…

SPEAK to each other

RESPECT each other

TAKE CARE of each other



Words like…



retard
N word

You throw like 
a girl



are NEVER OK to use



What can YOU do?



BE KIND



Show EMPATHY



Allow yourself to feel WITH 
people…



Make CONNECTIONS with your 
peers and teachers



Because everyone needs someone
to talk to



Be VULNERABLE



Focus on growth rather than 
perfection…



It does not matter if you are 
DIFFERENT.



It doesn’t matter what COLOR
your skin is…



It doesn’t matter your 
GENDER…



Your HEIGHT orweight…



Or your academic achievement.



Today, think about all that you ARE 
instead of all that you are not.



You can’t go back and 
change your words or your 

actions…



START NOW…



And be better than the person 
YOU were yesterday.
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